If Trackers had the "tracker template" feature, it would allow for better pre-made extended features for Tiki at install time.

In two forums, some people requested like: address books (imagine with the same basic fields as Mozilla Thunderbird & Evolution, etc. address books, ... Export from your local program (through csv), and import to your address book in Tiki (through csv).

The same for "Offers & Demands (linked or linkable)", that many people/communities would like to use like "out of the box" feature. I do have that kind of trackers made (basic, but working for production already: http://valldelcorb.org/trackers - http://valldelcorb.org/Comparteix (1.9.x) or http://intercanvis.net (1.10.x) using tracker plugins in a general Wiki page).
Since duplicate tracker is already coded in 1.10, and templates concept already exists in Tiki, Tracker templates would be a nice MUST in the MID and LONG run.

Tracker templates should be selectable at install time (in the new installer devs. are thinking/designing -> Install), or at a later stage through Mods, maybe?

Solution
It's been happening for years at http://profiles.tikiwiki.org

And it recently got better:
https://doc.tiki.org/Export+Profiles
https://doc.tiki.org/Export+trackers
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Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Marc Laporte 09 Dec 07 16:13 GMT-0000
Tracker definitions can be imported/exported:
http://dev.tikiwiki.org/DevTrackerStructure

Mike 10 Dec 07 09:31 GMT-0000
It sounds like he wants each tracker to possibly have its own .tpl. Doable, but it would require clarification if that's what he wanted.

I can see advantages to it, and I can see turning it on and off from the admin tracker page just like we turn on/off ratings and other items.
Hi:

I've updated information about the sites as examples for those type of trackers (mainly, the one actively used is http://intercanvis.net/trackers - sorry, not in English yet).

Marc, yes, we are almost there, and maybe is not that urgent since we have import/export tracker definitions, but they don't work out of the box, if tracker item id's already exist in your current trackers of your site. And it would be more user friendly through the admin mods web interface, transparent for the user, for instance, and being given whatever tracker items id needed to make them work in your site.

And kerrnel22, sorry for not coming back to you earlier (I still have a mess of unreplied e-mail in my computer; slowly moving forward...). I don't get what you mean by tpl + on/off (I didn't mean a technical way to implement it; I don't know the best way to do that from the coder point of view; byut from the end-user point of view, maybe installable at "install" time (similar to pre-fill with default data like in bitweaver, but in our case, pre-fill with some trackers). And for other users, installable at any time from Admin mods.

My 2 cents.

---

Mike 11 Dec 07 08:26 GMT-0000

When you said template I was thinking the smarty template files (*.tpl). Now that I've read your reply it sounds more like what you're looking for are alread-created Trackers for specific functions as examples. Like one created as a phonebook or something?

---

Xavier de Pedro 12 Dec 07 14:39 GMT-0000

Yes, you are right, you got what I meant, Mike. (sorry for not making it clear enough since the beggining)

---
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